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How	nonprofits	are	cutting	off		
their	noses	to	spite	their	faces.

The donation amounts most discouraged by charities are those very small gifts or 
mini-donations. Mini-donations are $3 or $5 or $10 amounts. 

Nonprofits vigorously discourage them right in their donation forms by stating in 
black and white: Receipts will be issued only for donations of $20 or $XX  
(depending on each charity). 

However, what these small gifts lack in size, they make up for in impact, both for
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nonprofits and for the wider mass of 
donors who may have been touched by  
the charity’s vision in a targeted direct 
mail or a social media appeal. 

So	why	are	mini-donations	
being	ignored	or	shunned	
by	nonprofits?

Most claim it’s too much of a hassle to  
deal with them. 

To which I ask: Really? Is your staff who  
are in charge of accepting and documenting  
gifts too busy to even acknowledge them?

As it is, most nonprofits are guilty  
of not acknowledging all gifts in a  
timely manner.  Some charities 
take weeks to acknowledge a gift.

That shameful practice is further  
being compounded by also discouraging  
mini-donations. 

The	power	and	importance	of		
mini-donations.

For nonprofits, a $1 or $3 gift won’t  
change much, but 500 or 1,000 of these  
mini-donations of $1 or $3 could make  
a big difference to your organization 
financial bottom line. 

Think about that.

Case in point:  
When UNICEF  
(United Nations  
International  
Children’s  
Emergency Fund)  
ran an ambient  
campaign in New  
York selling  
contaminated  
bottled water in  
vending machines,  
laced with malaria, cholera, typhoid, 
dengue, hepatitis, dysentery, salmonella, 
and yellow fever—things that people 
in poor countries drink every day 
from lakes and cesspools. 

They raised enough donations of $1  
each to provide safe drinking water 
to 500,000 people globally.

Here is the link to the campaign: 
https://youtu.be/Ug5OdN3QpJI

More importantly, these mini-
donations generally come from an 
audience outside your standard donor 
pool, so you are not only attracting  
new donors, but you are adding to your  
organization’s finances.

Most charitable organizations’ donor  
bases consist predominantly of older donors 
aged 50+. And statistically, it’s shown that
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these donors prefer to pay by traditional 
means: i.e., cheque or credit card. And the 
larger the gift size, the more likely it is to 
be donated via these traditional methods.

Another reason that charities give 
is a high credit card transaction fee.

I will deal with this point shortly. 

And there is that age-old question: 
Why can’t all donors, big or small, be  
thanked instantly via email?

Just look at what the Global Report  
on Fundraising says about North  
American donors:

• 68% prefer to be thanked for 
their donations by email, 20% by 
print letter, 5% by print postcard, 
3% by social media message, 
and 3% via text message.

Now	let’s	look	at	who	these	
mini-donation	givers	are.

Generally, teenagers are the ones who  
give mini-donations since they can’t afford  
to give your charity  
a $100 or $1,000 gift.

Yes, these are the  
same people who  
participate in a mass  
march for the  
environment or for  

women’s rights or other issues. These people  
could be your most loyal devotees in  
the future.

And then there are also those old loyal  
donors who once gave to you, but are now  
retired and can’t afford to give you a large  
amount any more.

What your charity is doing by not  
accepting mini-donations from these two 
groups, is rejecting their heartfelt offer.

Another important point is that mini- 
donations, like impulse based donations,  
are rising in popularity. 

These mini-donation gifts are so small,  
that many donors give them without a  
second thought. Think of them as impulse  
items in a supermarket or store, where 
chewing gum or a candy bar costing a few  
dollars is proudly displayed at the checkout  
counter, because they sell easily and 
produce a healthy profit for the store.

Now back to that point of the effect of  
a high credit card transaction fee.

My answer: To 
facilitate credit 
card transactions, 
third-party 
platforms like 
Stripe and 
Paypal are also



on the rise. They enable quick, easy  
donations, on the go, and their 
transaction fees are much lower than 
previous, traditional methods. 

Younger donors are more prominent 
members of the giving landscape today—  
donors who are tech-savvy and who care  
deeply about where their money is going,  
regardless of whether it’s $10 or $1,000.  
You should cultivate them by accepting  
mini-donations.

Understanding	the	true	impact		
of	mini-donations.

With smaller donations growing in 
popularity, the platforms people are 
giving on are beginning to shift. These 
stats show the impact of mini-donations.
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After the 2010 earthquake in 
Haiti, over $30 million in mobile 
donations were pledged through 
text message donations alone.

GLOBAL TRENDS IN  GIVING
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Demographic Fundraising Statistics:

1. The average donor is 64 years old  
and generally makes 2 charitable  
gifts a year.

2. Generational differences between 
donors depend on the media and  
the message. So, while older 
donors are more likely to give  
because of direct mail, younger 
donors are more likely to make a  
donation because of social media  
marketing.

3. 31% of worldwide donors give to  
organizations located outside of  
their country of residence.

4. 67% of worldwide donors also 
choose to volunteer locally in their 
communities, and 56% regularly 
attend fundraising events.

Source: 2018 Global Giving Report
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But the true power of mini-donations 
comes not just from their volume, but  
also from the power of sharing.

According to GoFundMe Statistics, 
one out of five donors also share a 
campaign following their donation. 
Each gift averages around $15, which 
in many cases can equate up to 50% 
of a campaign’s donations by volume.

Another reason is that Crowdfunding is  
emerging as a promising alternative to 
complement traditional fundraising efforts. 

The GoFundMe crowdfunding platform  
has raised over 3+ billion dollars since its  
launch in 2010. Mini-donations (donations  
between $0.25 and $10) were the most  
common amounts.

Mobile	and	mini-donations	now		
go	hand-in-hand. 

Mini-donations have tremendous 
potential for charitable fundraising, 
especially via mobile giving technology 
allowing young donors to give directly  
from their smartphones. With a target  
audience of 3.5 billion mobile smart-
phones users globally, mini-donations 
are now a must for all charities.

People	are	more	likely	to	donate		
money	if	there’s	an	easy	way	to	
do	it.

Here is another reason to counter high  
credit card transaction fees.

Through easy-to-use smartphone apps, 
like ApplePay, and platforms like Google 
One* and Spotfund**, the act of giving 
has been further simplified and can be as  
easy as a tap on your smartphone. 

Finally, while large donations may still  
make up the lion’s share of your revenue,  
the future of philanthropy is giving us  
clear signals towards the power of  
mini-donations. As your organization 
prepares for the year ahead, the most  
important takeaway from this is to not  
ignore mini-donations. 

I have been advocating that for years. 

Remember, not all donors like to  
receive the same types of communications,  
just like not all donors want to give  
the same way. 

Mini-donations give your donors the 
power of making a difference with their 
dollar and their voice. Don’t shut them out!
* Google’s new application called One Today, allows people to donate $1 
to different organizations, while getting the complete information about 
how your donation will be used up front. This is a huge stumbling block 
for nonprofits usually, as people are afraid that their money won’t actually 
get spent on making a real difference. One Today aims to change that.

Additionally, One Today has a social component to it, letting you set a 
cap to how much money you’ll match if your friends donate to a cause

** Spotfund, New Mobile App, Lets You Donate Only 
$1, $2 Or $3 To Causes And Current Events.



I just read an article 
in Non Profit Pro  
Magazine about the 
5 Nonprofit Trends 
to Watch for in 2021.

The list was from 
their thought leaders:

• Sue Citro, Chief Experience Officer, 
Best Friends Animal Hospital

• Micah Fink, CEO & Founder, 
Heroes and Horses

• Josh Hirsch, Social Content Marketing 
Manager, Susan G. Komen

• Alicia Lifrak, EVP, Gabriel Group

• Lindrea Reynolds, Founder & Chief 
Brand Builder, LR Brand Consulting

• Shari Rudolf, CDO & CMO, Good360

• Kelley Hecht Stewart, EVP, Pursuant

• Erica Waasdorp, President, 
A Direct Solution

The top trend of that list was:

1.	Continued	Shift	to	Direct			
				Marketing	Channels

A continued shift to direct marketing 
channels to meet donors where they are 
(at home) will be necessary in 2021. 
Pivoting to digital, direct mail and virtual 
events will be the key to reaching your 
target audiences, but having messaging 
and content that lets you stand out will 
be the key to driving results. Americans 
will continue to be generous with their 
philanthropic support, but the long-term 
economic impact of COVID-19 will 
make the need for services even greater 
in 2021. As the economy begins to 
recover, some things will not necessarily 
go back to the way they were as many 
people will continue to work from home, 
and companies will create more flexible 
working environments to accommodate 
that shift. Nonprofits, that are not 
developing multichannel campaigns 
to reach their donors and members, 
will have a harder time getting on the 
radar for those who might be willing to 
support their mission. — Alicia Lifrak

So with that in mind please read  
my next article: Four ways to attract  
your key audience.
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Four	ways	to	attract		
your	key	audience.

When it comes to crafting an appeal, 
it’s all about the hook. A good hook 
is how you entice your reader to want 
to know more. Our minds are curious 
things and the more you can pique that 
curiosity quickly, the more likely it is 
that your audience will want to engage. 

There are 4 approaches you can take 
to create a good hook. A good hook 
should contain one of the following:

1. Show or tell them something new 
and interesting (arouse curiosity)

2. Tell them something they didn’t 
know before (inform them, make 
it newsworthy)

3. Tell them something in a unique 
way (give it a new slant)

4. Tell them why this is important 
right now (spur them into action)  

1. Show or tell them something new 
and interesting (Arouse Curiosity)

There are two ways to arouse curiosity. 

Example 1: You can do it with words 
like the ad alongside with the headline:  
Together we can eliminate HIV.

Example 2: Or visually, like this poster 
that demonstrates the strength of 3M’s 
new Security Glass.
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However, a more powerful way to 
arouse curiosity is with a Mcguffen in 
direct mail. 

A McGuffen is an additional element 
that is added to the package, which helps 
you tell the story more powerfully and 
at the same time captures the essence of 
your message and helps drive the story.

My friend Michael Johnson of  
HJC new media, coined the word  
“McGuffen”. A good reason for using a 
McGuffen to tell a story is because direct 
marketing is tactile—the recipients can 
touch and see what you send them.

Direct marketing is the only three- 
dimensional medium where people can 
touch, smell, feel what you send them 
and yet very few people take advantage 
of this great attribute. Think of Hall-
mark’s musical cards that stir emotions.

Example 1: This UNICEF mailing, 
to save children from malaria, was 
covered with a mosquito net that you had 
to remove to read the message.

Example 2: A piece of cardboard to talk 
about homelessness that refugees  
encounter. On the outside of the  
cardboard were the words: Refugees  
deserve a better shelter than this.

Inside the folded cardboard piece, the 
message asked the reader to “Hold this 
cardboard over their head and  
imagine that it is the roof of your 
house.” This gave them a glimpse of 
what it is like to be a refugee.
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2. Tell them something they did not  
    know before—inform them, make it  
    newsworthy. 

Example 1: This ambient poster  
explaining that there are 2 sides to 
homelessness.

Example 2: This poster from the 
Alzheimer’s Association says it all. 

3. Tell them something in a unique  
    way—give it a twist.

Surprise or shock value helps relay a 
message more powerfully. 

Example 1: The WWF campaign 
called Don’t let this be my  
#LastSelfie, used Snapchat as the  
medium to target a younger audience to 
save endangered animals.

These images appeared for a short time 
before they disappeared.

The result: In the first week 40,000  
followers shared this post with friends 
and a 120 million twitter followers  
participated. WWF achieved its  
fundraising goal in just 3 days.
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Example 2: This poster for  
Women’s Gynaecological Health.

4. Tell them why this is important  
    right now—spur them into action.

Example 1: This works particularly 
well during a crisis, such as mental 
health issues.

Example 2: When you are in desperate 
need for help like the examples below. 
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Writing a fundraising piece is not 
just about asking for funds, it’s 

also about inspiring others to embrace 
a good cause. 

In our clinical driven world, we place 
too much emphasis on logic and reason. 

We believe that what sets us apart 
from other species is our ability to work 
our way through problems intellectually 
. . . and logic helps us do that.  

Yet ironically, that’s not what comes 
into play when we make many of our 
most important decisions. 

Emotions, not reason, control many of 
our selection choices.

One of the most significant decisions 
we make is the act of falling in love; it 
has nothing to do with logic. We don’t 
coolly calculate or weigh the pros and 
cons as to why we are attracted to one 
particular person.

Similarly, people give to a charity 
from the heart and not from the head. 

Giving a donation is an act of love 
by a donor; it’s an unselfish response to 
someone who needs help from someone 
they don’t know. It combines an  
emotional feeling with a reasoned  
decision to share one’s good fortune  
with others.

As a writer you should hope that 
your readers give because they are 
moved by your appeal.
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Video	of	the	month:		
A	Perfect	Planet	by		

BBC	Creative.	

No one has shown us our planet more dramatically 
then BBC with their Planet Earth Series.

Now they have opened our eyes to how fragile our 
planet really is with a series of billboards and the 
video: A Perfect Planet.

Here is the link to the video:  
https://youtu.be/JyPzMNe0wa8
 

NOTE: If you find this newsletter useful, please feel 
free to share it with your collegues or friends.

Thank you.
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OPT IN, OPT OUT, OPTIONS:

 
To subscribe, email me at: 
billy@designersinc.ca

 To download back issues of my  
newsletters go to ‘Freebies’ on my website: 
www.designersinc.ca

To unsubscribe, send me an e-mail 
simply saying, “Please, remove.” 

To participate, send me an email 
with your article suggestions.

To post a comment, please include your 
name, email address and your thoughts.

Let me remind you that your name and/or 
e-mail address will never be shared, sold, 
circulated, or passed along to anyone else.

BKS Fundraising/Designers Inc. 
1806-77 Harbour Square 
Toronto, ON 
M5J 2S2

© Designers Inc.
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